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As a newly fired bus driver, you find yourself standing in front of a
windowless concrete plane-thing that nobody wants. The plane-thing comes
to life and tells you that you're now the pilot of its flying saucer. It was last
seen in the Bermuda Triangle; not long ago, that is. You have to guide your
saucer through a series of surreal environments to the mysterious planet of
Faraday. With your trusty "dungeon-crawling" bat as a new companion, you
begin your adventurous flight to the planet of Faraday. Along the way, you'll
meet new characters, perform new stunts, and navigate through a series of
surreal environments. As you play, you'll encounter eight magical places,
each with its own unique theme. Armed with your trusty dungeoneer, you'll
battle enemies, explore hidden secrets, and solve puzzles to reach the
planet's ultimate fate and conquer its strange inhabitants. Recommended By
Curators Published By Related Games Forums Trivia Game name Manos: The
Hands of Fate. Also known as Manos: The Hands of Fate, or simply Manos. Ingame description For an in-depth description about the game, click here.
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Cancelled sequel Manos 2 was to be developed by Dynamix, and was set to
be released in 1992, with new levels and characters being added to the
original Manos. There was also a rumor of Manos 3 being in development in
the mid-1990s. However, this was never released, as Dynamix was bought
by Virgin Interactive Software, and a legal injunction placed on the series.
Connect to Facebook Other Users have also added Here. About this Game
Indie Game Release Date 1993-08-10 Genre Adventure User Rating 1.0
Played 13038 Reviews “One of the better new school NES style games I've
played” ScrewAttack “Just as fun (and painful) as the classics used to be”
Gamezebo “MANOS: The Hands of Fate is a terrible movie, but it wound up
being a solid video game.” Modojo About This Game: As a newly fired bus
driver, you find yourself standing in front of a windowless concrete plane-
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Features Key:
Challenge mode:
5 stages, more than 20 levels per stage
It’s simple & intuitive
2 modes, challenging mode with 20 levels per mode, or a casual mode with
3 levels per game:
Double the difficulty, the game is better than 5 levels
Level generated randomly, according to user's past experience, this assures
the game mode is more suitable for users.
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Record your plays, this will create many interesting tricks & secrets
Lightweight and beautiful HD graphics, take you to the ancient China
Your game supports Android 2.3-4.0.*, your device should be tested to make
sure it’s built-in camera can support 3D.
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